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Summary
Human voices play a fundamental role in social communication, and areas of the adult ‘‘social brain’’ show specialization for processing voices and their emotional content
(superior temporal sulcus, inferior prefrontal cortex, premotor cortical regions, amygdala, and insula) [1–8]. However, it
is unclear when this specialization develops. Functional
magnetic resonance (fMRI) studies suggest that the infant
temporal cortex does not differentiate speech from music
or backward speech [9, 10], but a prior study with functional
near-infrared spectroscopy revealed preferential activation
for human voices in 7-month-olds, in a more posterior location of the temporal cortex than in adults [11]. However,
the brain networks involved in processing nonspeech
human vocalizations in early development are still unknown.
To address this issue, in the present fMRI study, 3- to
7-month-olds were presented with adult nonspeech vocalizations (emotionally neutral, emotionally positive, and
emotionally negative) and nonvocal environmental sounds.
Infants displayed significant differential activation in the
anterior portion of the temporal cortex, similarly to adults
[1]. Moreover, sad vocalizations modulated the activity of
brain regions involved in processing affective stimuli such
as the orbitofrontal cortex [12] and insula [7, 8]. These
results suggest remarkably early functional specialization
for processing human voice and negative emotions.
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Results
In this study, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to investigate brain activation associated with the
perception of adult nonspeech vocalizations by infants during
natural sleep to address two specific aims: first, to determine
whether the temporal cortex of young infants shows specialization for human voices, and second, to determine which brain
areas are activated when human infants process emotion from
nonspeech vocalizations. In adults, the human voice [1, 2] and
the emotional information conveyed by human vocalizations
have been found to modulate the activity of a number of brain
areas, including the superior temporal sulcus (STS), inferior
prefrontal cortex, premotor cortical regions, amygdala, and
insula [4–8]. We investigated brain function in 21 infants aged
3–7 months who were presented with three types of adult
nonspeech vocalizations (emotionally neutral, emotionally
positive, and emotionally negative) and a mixture of nonvoice
environmental sounds likely to be familiar to infants of that age.
Patterns of fMRI activation representing the contrast between
voice and nonvoice stimuli were studied, as well as the
contrast between emotionally neutral, positive, and negative
vocalizations.
Group analyses of all sounds versus rest (Figure 1; see also
Table S1 available online) revealed significant activation in the
middle temporal gyri, right lingual gyrus, medial frontal gyri,
right putamen (lentiform nucleus), and right fusiform gyrus.
This pattern of activation is consistent with reports of activation from auditory stimuli in other studies of infants, children,
and adults [9, 10, 13, 14]. Hence, we can confirm that auditory
activation was successfully recorded in these naturally sleeping infants.
Neutral vocalizations elicited more activation than nonvoice
stimuli in the right anterior middle and superior temporal gyri
(Figures 2A and 2B; Table S2) and in the medial frontal gyri
(Figure 2A, in red). In contrast, the nonvoice stimuli elicited
significantly more activation than neutral vocalizations in the
left superior temporal gyrus (Figure 2A, in blue). A positive
correlation in the voice versus nonvoice contrast was found
between age and activation in a small cluster in the left
superior temporal gyrus (cluster size = 9 voxels, correlation
coefficient = 0.632, p = 0.0006; Figure 3; Table S3), suggesting
that the voice selectivity increased with age in this area. No
other area showed correlation with age.
No difference was observed between happy and neutral
vocalizations. In contrast, sad vocalizations showed stronger
activation than neutral vocalizations in the insula and gyrus
rectus (Figure 4; Table S4).
Discussion
Voice-Sensitive Activation
Our results demonstrate a strong voice-sensitive area in the
temporal cortex of 3- to 7-month-old infants. The strongest
activation was found in the right middle temporal gyrus close
to the temporal pole, in a location similar to the anterior portion
of the voice-sensitive area reported in adults [1, 2, 15–18]. This
area along the anterior superior temporal sulcus (STS) shows
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Figure 1. All Sounds versus Rest Condition
Three-dimensional representation of activation
to all sounds compared with rest. The activations
are significant at p % 0.005. L = left; R = right. See
also Table S1.

more activation in response to human vocalizations (speech
and nonspeech) than other sounds, including nonvocal environmental sounds [1] and animal vocalizations [19]. It also
shows adaptation to the speaker’s identity in adults [15] and
activates more strongly when participants focus on the
speaker’s voice rather than on the verbal content of spoken
sentences [20], regardless of whether these voices are familiar
or not [21]. Because the stimuli were the same and only the

focus of the participant’s attention
differed, this result suggests that the
activation of this STS area cannot be
attributed to low-level differences in
stimulus categories. For these reasons,
this area of the anterior STS has been
described as having an important role
in the processing of human voices, especially the identification of speakers [15].
In contrast, Grossmann et al. [11] found
voice sensitivity in a more posterior
temporal area in 7-month-olds, which
has been interpreted as an indication of a developmental difference in the voice sensitivity of more anterior temporal areas
[20]. The current results suggest that this localization discrepancy between prior studies of infants and adults is more likely
to reflect differences in brain imaging techniques (for example,
spatial resolution), than genuine developmental differences.
In our study, the voice-sensitive activation was right lateralized in the temporal cortex, which is congruent with previous

Figure 2. Neutral versus Nonvoice Contrast
Representation on a gray-matter infant template
of the results for the contrast between neutral
and nonvoice conditions.
(A) Neutral vocalization > nonvoice (in red),
neutral vocalization < nonvoice (in blue). The Talairach z coordinates mark the position of the
voxel with maximum activation.
(B) Three-dimensional rendering of the contrast
neutral vocalization > nonvoice, showing the
right anterior temporal activation. See also Table
S2.
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studies suggested bilateral age-correlated changes in activation in the temporal cortex. The sleeping state of the infants
could have influenced our findings by reducing the blood
oxygen level-dependent contrast responses as observed in
adults [23] or by reducing the differentiation between responses to different stimuli as observed in babies [9]. Also, in
fNIRS studies with infants, it is necessary to use multimodal
stimuli (visual and auditory) to maintain the baby’s interest in
the task [24]. This multimodal stimulus presentation may also
have influenced the responses recorded with fNIRS, further
accentuating the differences with our findings.

Figure 3. Correlation with Age
Representation of the cluster in the left superior temporal gyrus (Brodmann
area 22) showing positive correlation with age for the contrast neutral
vocalization versus nonvoice. See also Table S3.

functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) findings in
babies [11] and fMRI findings in adults [19, 22]. The right anterior superior temporal sulcus has been specifically related to
the analysis of nonverbal features of speech, showing more
activation when focusing on the speaker’s voice than when
focusing on the semantic content of spoken sentences [20].
Our results suggest that a right-hemisphere bias for processing human vocalizations emerges early in development.
Although no correlation was found with age for the main
effects in the human voice versus environmental sounds
contrast, a small volume in the left superior temporal gyrus
did show a positive correlation with age. This small volume
was localized in a similar region to findings from an infant
fNIRS study that reported age-correlated differences in activation for human voice [11]. Interestingly, whereas the current
findings were left lateralized, the findings from the fNIRS

Figure 4. Sad versus Neutral Vocalizations
The clusters represent increased activation with sad compared with neutral
vocalizations. The corresponding Talairach z coordinate is given above
each slice. See also Table S3.

Emotion-Modulated Activation
Our second aim was to explore brain areas in which activation
is modulated by the emotional content of human vocalizations
in young infants. Many studies with adults have found that the
emotional information conveyed by human vocalizations
modulates the activity of certain brain areas, including the
temporal voice-sensitive area, inferior prefrontal cortex, premotor cortical regions, amygdala, and insula [4–8]. A prior
study of infants using fNIRS [11] also found that emotional
prosody in spoken words increased the activation of the
voice-sensitive area of the right temporal hemisphere in
7-month-olds. In the same age group, event-related potentials
(ERPs) revealed a positive slow wave over temporal electrodes
when words were spoken with a happy or angry prosody but
not with a neutral prosody [25]. However, ERPs have a very
low spatial resolution, and one technical limitation of fNIRS is
that it can only be used to measure the activity in superficial
areas of the cortex. In addition, the technique is limited by
the placement of the fNIRS probes, which in the aforementioned study was over the inferior frontal and temporal cortex
[11]. Therefore, a unique contribution of our study is the investigation of emotion within voice over the whole infant brain
using an imaging technique of high spatial resolution. Moreover, in contrast to studies on speech, the present study
used emotional signals that preverbal infants produce themselves from a very early age (crying and laughter) and that
are thought to reflect innate behaviors to communicate
emotional states [26].
In the present study, the activation elicited by happy vocalizations did not differ from that of emotionally neutral vocalizations, whereas sad vocalizations elicited significantly greater
responses than emotionally neutral vocalizations in the insula
and orbitofrontal cortex. These results are congruent with
findings of increased activation in the insula when adults listen
to emotionally salient nonspeech vocalizations (especially sad
and fearful vocalizations) [7, 8]. The orbitofrontal cortex has
been described as one of the ‘‘least understood regions of
the human brain’’ [12]. Available data suggest a role of this
area in the processing of affective stimuli [12], such as recognizing emotions from facial expressions [27], although little is
known about the maturation processes of the orbitofrontal
cortex in childhood and adolescence [12]. The present study
suggests that the role of the orbitofrontal cortex for processing
emotions extends to emotions presented in the auditory
modality and emerges early in human development.
The temporal cortex area identified as voice selective in the
present study did not show any modulation of activity based
on the emotional content of the stimuli. This is in contrast
with other studies using fNIRS [11] that found an increase of
activity with emotional prosody in infants in the voice-sensitive
temporal channels, and others using fMRI [3] that found
enhanced response of the temporal voice-sensitive area with
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words spoken with an angry prosody in adults. The relative
lack of differences between the emotional (especially happy)
and neutral conditions may reflect the fact that the participants
in the present study were asleep, therefore these responses
may have been more difficult to differentiate [9], whereas
they were awake in previous studies of emotional vocalizations. Moreover, the ‘‘neutral’’ vocal stimuli in the present
study (coughing, sneezing, throat clearing) may be emotionally
salient to infants because they indicate the presence of adults.
In adult studies, classification of stimuli as neutral or emotional
is based on participants’ rating (e.g., [28]), but an infant’s
perception of their emotional content may differ. The terms
‘‘sad,’’ ‘‘happy,’’ and ‘‘neutral’’ used here should be taken as
labels to describe the stimuli as perceived by adults and do
not imply that the same emotions are evoked in infants when
hearing these stimuli. Furthermore, the finding that activation
was evident for sad versus neutral but not happy versus
neutral vocalizations could be an effect of unfamiliarity,
because young infants are likely to be less frequently exposed
to crying than adult laughter and neutral vocalizations. The
same activation may not be observed for sad vocalizations
when studying the response to the sound of a child crying in
a group of infants who have older siblings or who attend
childcare settings from an early age. Studying the infants of
depressed mothers may also be a way of assessing the role
of early experience, because these infants may be exposed
to an atypical balance of neutral, happy, sad, and angry vocalizations. Nevertheless, our findings indicate that emotional
vocalizations are associated with differential activity in
emotion-processing networks from an early age.
In conclusion, voice-sensitive activation was observed
along the anterior STS in 3- to 7-month-olds in a location
very similar to that described in the adult brain. This suggests that the infant temporal cortex shows more refined
functional specialization than previously reported. This early
functional specialization for processing the human voice
parallels infants’ surprisingly early ability to extract subtle
information from human vocalizations. Indeed, newborns
prefer to listen to their mother’s voice [29] and their mother
tongue [30], and young infants can also discriminate emotional vocalizations [31] and can differentiate male versus
female and child versus adult vocalizations [32]. Moreover,
the emotional content of vocalizations, especially sadness,
may modulate the activity of areas known to be involved in
processing affective stimuli in the adult brain, such as the orbitofrontal cortex and insula. Unresolved questions for the
future include how this functional specialization is influenced
by prenatal and early postnatal experience and whether
these processes are disrupted in developmental disorders
such as autism. Nevertheless, these results represent a rare
demonstration that cortical specialization exists very early
in development, a fundamental advance in our understanding
of infant development. The findings of this study also highlight the potential of fMRI as a tool for studying the development of specific brain responses to auditory stimuli in
infancy.
Experimental Procedures
Participants
Data from 21 naturally sleeping infants were included in the analysis (age
range 91–203 days, mean age 152 6 30 days, gestation-corrected). All
parents gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the
Institute of Psychiatry and South London and Maudsley research ethics
committee.

Stimuli
Infants were presented with four categories of auditory stimuli: neutral
vocalizations (natural nonspeech vocalizations with no strong emotional
content, such as coughing, sneezing, yawning, and throat clearing), happy
vocalizations (laughing), sad vocalizations (crying), and nonvoice sounds
(environmental sounds that are not human or animal produced but are likely
to be familiar to infants of that age, such as toy sounds and water sounds).
All voice sounds were adult vocalizations. Each condition was presented for
21 s, with an interval of 9 s of rest, organized in a block design.
Data Analysis
The MRI data were analyzed with XBAM software (www.brainmap.co.uk/
xbam.htm) using a data-driven approach based on the standard general
linear model. Data were normalized to Talairach space using an infant
template previously described by Dehaene-Lambertz et al. [9]. Statistical
analysis was performed using a random-effects model, and only clusters
of at least three voxels in size are reported.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes two figures, four tables, and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cub.2011.06.009.
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